Consumables and accessories
trophon consumables provide cost-effective, easy and reliable ultrasound probe high level disinfection

1. Consumables
Sonex-HL® Cartridges
Sonex-HL is a proprietary disinfectant liquid with 35% hydrogen
peroxide chemistry to achieve effective high level disinfection of
the entire ultrasound probe including the shaft and handle.
Chemical Indicators
A Chemical Indicator provides further validation of each disinfection
cycle with a qualitative color change.

2. Traceability accessories
trophon® Printer
The trophon Printer is a fast, easy to use traceability solution by
helping to link the probe and the high level disinfection procedure.

trophon® Logbook
The trophon Logbook allows for easy recording of important
disinfection steps and is compatible with trophon Printer labels.

trophon® Connect
trophon Connect software enables easy downloading and
long term record keeping of trophon high level disinfection (HLD)
cycle data.
Clean Ultrasound Probe Covers
Clean Ultrasound Probe Covers are custom designed to protect
intracavity and surface ultrasound probes from recontamination
(through handling or the environment), after high level disinfection
and before they are used on the next patient.

Have you trophoned today?
Join over 3,000 health care facilities who do (including 49 of the top 50 hospitals in the U.S.)

Allow easy installation and placement at point of care
3. Point of care set-up accessories
trophon® Wall Mount
The trophon Wall Mount is a convenient option for installing trophon
where there are space constraints.

trophon® Cart
The trophon Cart makes trophon fully mobile for convenient point of
care use and adaptability where there are space constraints.

trophon® Printer Wall Mount
The trophon Printer Wall Mount is custom designed for secure,
horizontal mounting of the trophon Printer to a wall, and includes
a cable tidy area for convenience.
trophon® Printer Cart Mount
The trophon Printer Cart Mount is designed for securely attaching
the trophon Printer to the trophon Cart, in an easily accessible,
convenient location.
trophon® Curved Probe Positioner (CPP)
The trophon CPP improves the positioning of approved curved
probes in the trophon chamber. Many curved probes are approved
for use with trophon.
Discover more by visiting www.nanosonics.us
PRODUCT CODES
trophon EPR

N00010-NNA

trophon Printer Wall Mount

N00105

Sonex-HL (6 X 80ml bottles)

N00037-NNA

trophon Connect

N00086-ROW

Chemical Indicators (300 disks per box)

N00091-NNA

trophon Cart

N00041-NNA

trophon Log Book (pack of 5)

N00098-NNA

trophon Wall Mount

N00017-NNA

trophon Printer

N00048-NNA

trophon Curved Probe
Positioner

N00099-ROW

trophon Printer Label Roll

N00049-ROW

Clean Ultrasound Probe
Cover (100 covers)

N00102

trophon Printer Cart Mount

N00104

trophon Cart Basket

N00108
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